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Senate Resolution 992

By:  Senator James of the 35th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Taos Wynn, the Perfect Love Foundation, and all other citizens, organizations,1

and civic leaders for the Unify Georgia Initiative and their commitment to furthering unity2

and love throughout this state; and for other purposes.3

WHEREAS, in divisive times of inequality and social and political polarization, it is4

important to recognize the spirit of brotherhood and the power of humanity that have ushered5

our state away from the darkest hours of its discriminatory past; and6

WHEREAS, the resounding echo of equality is present in the framework of our invariable7

Constitution, and thus it is right to promote a societal unity that transcends gender, color, and8

lifestyle by celebrating how far society has come, and it is also right to honor those9

individuals who paid progress' cost by rising above provocative diatribes and temptations of10

moral regression; and11

WHEREAS, the fortitude of solidarity is stronger than the propaganda of widespread hate12

and the most powerful and enduring weapon against division's provenance is love; and13

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper to call for excellence in every sector across14

the state; to call for love to reverberate throughout the State of Georgia, dispelling15

discrimination, embracing differences, ending injustices, respecting individual liberties, and16

encouraging the progression of unity.17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body18

commend Taos Wynn, the Perfect Love Foundation, and all other citizens, organizations, and19

civic leaders for the Unify Georgia Initiative and their commitment to furthering unity and20

love throughout this state.21
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed22

to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to Taos Wynn, the23

Perfect Love Foundation, the public, and the press.24


